Johnson Design is a full service interior design firm with a focus on high end, ground-up luxury residential construction and large scale renovation.

The award-winning firm is guided by the philosophy and aesthetic of principal Kelly Johnson, who believes good design should be fresh, timeless and sophisticated.

Stückenschneider Decoration & Design

“...I love creating effortlessly elegant interiors that reflect high standards of craftsmanship and quality serving clients with the same love of tradition, beauty, and nature. We always use outstanding quality materials, design, and artisans to interpret each client’s personal style for a house that is uniquely beautiful yet seemingly ‘undesigned.’ As a hopeless romantic, often traveling with my international clientele to their properties worldwide, I strive to fashion a unique sense of place that connects to the collections and personality of the clients.”

- Ken Stückenschneider

Marshall Watson Interiors, Ltd.

With an eye for understated elegance, an ear for our client’s needs and an attunement to the luxury of true comfort, our firm creates innovative and aesthetically exciting solutions for traditional and contemporary interiors. We believe in furniture that feels as good as it looks and is designed to last. We insist on excellent craftsmanship and have developed a studio of remarkable artists. Our insistence on rooms that make architectural sense has led this firm to establish inspired collaborations with architects and contractors. We are known for an excellent sense of color, pattern, and texture. We celebrate rooms that are beautiful, uplifting, dramatic and above all, personal.

If you know of someone doing amazing work in the luxury market, email Cortney@slmag.net